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A permutatiow string is a string of symbols over the numerals 1.2, . . . . rz such that all 
ions of the string f 2 . . . tt arc subsequences. The suarch fw short permutation strings 
arose out of studies into the :omplesit?: of shortest pdth algorithms by Karp and others. The 
c sequel are presented inde~ndent of such studies because they are felt to be of in- 
trinsic combinatorial interest f I f . An algorithm for constructing permutation strings of length 
n2 - 2n + 4 is grven. 
1. ht uction and &f initio 
We will present a procedure whiich for any TI generates a string of 
2 -- 2rr +4 with the property that every permutation of the 
string t 2 . . . a is a subcjequence. In presenting the procedure and proving 
that the strings it generates have the described pro;?er ies, the following 
definitions will be useful: Let Cn be the alphabet co taining only the 
symbols 1) 2, . . . . n. Let Pn be the set of all strings which are permuta- 
tions of the string 1 2 . . . Ft. or example, P3 = { 123, 132,213,23 1, 
312,32i). 
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123 II 322 1323 13 t 2,32 1 is P3 -complete. 
123 II 23 1 is P+omplete. 
. A string S = al a2 . . . a K is an R,-string iff 
mpks. The folilowing are R7 -string?: 
1234, 
23W57 1234567 12345. *. 
2.’ e pro 
W+C 1118~ give th5 procedure for cons1 Yx ting permutation strings of 
ir2* -- 2n + 4 Is For each 11 we denok the string constructed with 
this prscedure by A,. 
!i onstruct the (uniqr,@ string T,) E Z!T_, such that: 
(a) T, is an R, i -string, 
(b) T, is of:’ length P? - 3n + 4, 
(c) the firs:: symbol of T, is 1 a 
(ii) Construct Tl E X+,* as follows: F x all i, if 9 < i G n - 2, then 
insert the symbol rv in T, after the ith c cciiirence of the symbol n - i. 
(iii) Construct .A,. = Pz TA n. 
23456123456123 
I’-; =g I 234567 1’234576 f 234756 I231745 
7 =:’ z1234565’ 234756 125’74 
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In proving the theorem, the foIlowing lemmas and definitions will be 
needed : Let f be the set of all strings in I=: which are of length K, and 
in which no symbol occurs twi<Z. For example, L$ = { 12, 13, 21) 23, 31, 
32). 
efinition 3 2. A string SE Cz is L~~~orrrpkre iff for every i f I$ I is 
a suby;cquence of S. 
12 132 1233 132 is Lj-complete, 
12321 is &complete. 
dinition 3.3. Let S = VGY Cc’ be a string, where Q! is a symbol and V and 
1%’ are strings. Then: 
(i) if V’ is a subsequence of V, we say V’ strict& preC6XkS a irt S; 
(ii) if V’ is a subsequence of V Q[, awe say V’ precedes o in S; 
(iii) if W’ is a subsequence of W, we say kc” sbrictd’y succeeds a in S; 
* is a subsequence of Q W, we say W’ succeeds a in S. 
enstringsS= Va WandT= V’W”,lC 
di) V’ (strictly) precedes QU in S and W strictly succeeds 0~ in S, or 
(ii) V’ strictly precedes Q in S znd W’ (strictly) su1zceeds or in S, 
then IT is a subsequence of S. 
of. By induction on k’ for fixed ~1. Let Sf be the set of all &-strings 
ength K(w-- 1) + 1. 
(i) K = 1. Clearly, b E f3i implies that b is LA -complete. 
(ii) Assume the lemma holds for K. 
(iii) Let b = at19 .** atoms.__ 1j+1 l q +l)(n-II)‘+1 be an element of .rSf’ ’ . 
Ilt follows that: 
(a) b’ = ~~ ~“2 . .. CU~(~,__~)+~ is an element of f. art24 by aswmption 
R~-complete. 
aa,> b” = “K(n-4 )+11 l *’ LP’wl)w-I)+I is an element of 19: and thus 15:~ 
ete. 
I _I ? 
ce of b” an 
But since :it cannot be the case that 7x = QLQ~_~).., 1 J TK+~, it Mows 
that either 
(e) g’ strictfy precedes aR(,l_I )+ 1 in [T, or 
af) yK+ 1 strictly succeeds CQ(,,._ l j+l iat b. 
In either case i‘E follows that I is a suL ;zquence of b. 
Proof. Immediate from construcGon oi’ $. 
roof of Th~~=em 3.1. (i) A, is of ler~gl.tr pi2 - 2n + 4. Immediate from 
the construction. 
.(ii) A, is P,-~~~~plete. L t J!,~ = “1 (~9 . .. ~t,~__2,44, and let JJ = ~1 72 . . . “yn 
be an element of Pn . l%en for SOIF.‘: I*.yi E= 13. We co nsider three cases: 
Case I : i = 1. 77~1 by the con(;tran&ion f A,., a 1 == n and Q l is strictiv 
* succeeded by an R,__r -string of lenga!l (x - 1 )(n - 2r+ 2. Let p* = 
y2 ys . TV, then ctearly p’ is an ekr, 4~ t of LE:f v It follows from Lem- 
ma 3.4 ithakp strictly succeeds cry1 irk &. l’hus, p is a subsequence of A,. 
Cuse 2: i= m Similar to (Task* 1. 
Case 2: 2 G i 6 n -- ! . 7kn consi& T tke ith occu3rence of pz in A, + 
say al afJ. By Lemma 3.5, it follows :bak 
(a) cyb is strictly preceded by an R, _ I -string of length (i - It )(a - 2) + 1. 
(b) 01 J is strktly succeeded by an I$, ._1 -string of ikngth (lt - i)(rz - 2) + 1. 
It is cle ar that : 
cc) p.I = y1 72 (... yi_l is an element 
fd)p” = “ri+l 7”i+2 ..- “yn is an eleme 
It folio~s from Lemma 3.4 that: 
Ce) p” strktty precedes aJ in A,. 
(f) p * strictly succeeds aJ in A,. 
us, p is a subsequence of’ A,, . 
fI3 D+E. Xnrrth, Open problems with a c~\mt~ltational fl vors, mimeogq,hed notes for a (;eminar 
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